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This project tested an aesthetic use of 3D space to create alienation and immersion. It 
expanded upon it through iteration into other methods of cinematic alienation. To do this the 
project produced three short films each used the aesthetic of stereoscopic space. Two of the 
films were tested in conjunction with other methods of alienation while one served as a 
baseline. The project was able to render the spatial method of alienation and immersion, and 
found that other methods of alienation had an effect on it. While the project was able to test 
the use of 3D space to alienate and immerse, the process was more difficult than expected and 
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INTRODUCTION: FILMMAKER STATEMENT 
In 2012 I was living in Taiyuan, ShanXi, China, Avatar had already been out for a few 
years, and I had been playing with 3D on my Fuji FinePix. But when the film Life of Pi was 
released, it was different. There was a personal intimate space that was shared with the 
characters. Suddenly 3D was no longer just a medium of spectacle but one where the audience 
and these phantasmal others had a shared space together.  
This inspired me to pursue 3D filmmaking. When I came to UCF I knew I wanted to make 
3D film, and had the original intention of making a psychological drama about a serial killer. I 
wanted to explore the destructive side of the ego in the intimate space of 3D. To do this, it 
couldn’t just be an empathetic view, there had to be some disconnect, some alienation. 
But I ran into a roadblock. The intimate nature of 3D was vastly under explored. There 
was scant material if anything written on the topic.  Furthermore, there were few films being 
made that focused on the intimate nature of the medium with most focusing on visual 
spectacle. And those films only explored intimacy, and not alienation in the intimate space. 
This along with difficulty finding a crew, and my own inexperience running a narrative project 
caused me to reevaluate the scope of and nature of the project. It led to my doing a series of 




During the life cycle of this thesis the 3D film market has changed drastically. When I 
came to UCF in 2013 the 3D market was growing. Now in 2020, the domestic market has 
collapsed, and there is some question whether the international market has as well. This boom 
and bust cycle isn’t new to anyone who has studied the history of 3D, but with new innovations 





CHAPTER ONE: EVIDENCE OF AESTHETIC LITERACY  
“Maybe I’ll even shoot my next film in 3-D. I always like it when new techniques are introduced. 
Because it doesn’t have any rules yet. And one can do everything.” -Jean Luc Godard (qtd. in 
Brody) 
Introduction 
The idea for this project was born out of a recognition that there was something more 
to stereoscopic 3D than the Hollywood spectacle. The purpose of the Adachigahara project is to 
explore the medium in greater detail through a series of experiments using short films.  While 
these are experiments, they are not scientific ones instead they are artistic. Paulo Garbolino 
explains the difference between artistic experiments and scientific ones as “Scientific 
experiments make “visible” certain features of the world…artistic experiments…produce 
knowledge by creating phenomena that highlight, underscore, display, or convey in their traits 
certain features of the world.” (79). The Adachigahara project creates the phenomenon of an 
intimate 3D cinema with a dynamic use of stereoscopic space to alienate and immerse. Each of 
the three short films serve as experiments in this phenomenon.  All three are adapted from the 
Noh play Adachigahara. The first is a direct adaptation, and the two subsequent films expand 
upon this into other established genres that use alienation.  
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The 3D Medium 
The 3D medium is created when two matching images are fused in a way that replicates 
human vision.  In doing so the 3D medium is different in how it represents: texture, shape, 
presence, scale, volume, and depth. Moreover, 3D has a unique space that is divided by the 
stereoscopic window. The two halves of space are world space, and personal space. World 
space is the space behind the window, and personal space is the space in front of the window 
(Block and McNally 44). This project’s primary focus is on the use of stereoscopic space.  
3D History 
3D has been around longer than cinema itself. Ray Zone divides 3D into 4 epochs: the 
novelty period from 1838-1952, the era of convergence 1952-1985, the age of immersion 1986-
2004, and that of digital 3D cinema 2005-present. Zone divides these epochs based on both 
their technical and aesthetic aspects (Zone “3D Revolutions” 1). The novelty period is 
characterized “by an emphasis on the technology of 3D or the gimmick “(Zone “Stereoscopic 
Cinema” 2). Zone defines the second epoch primarily by its aesthetics. He writes that they were 
focused” to produce negative parallax, with off -the-screen imagery coming out into the 
audience space (Zone “3D Revolutions” 1-2). He defines the third epoch as consisting of Imax 
attractions and theme park rides which the focused on immersing the audience in the 
stereoscopic experience (Zone “3D Revolutions” 2). Finally, in the age of Digital 3D he writes 
about how “stereoscopic cinema has been driven to new heights of visual and storytelling 
artistry.” (Zone “3D Revolutions” 2-3). Liu Yong explains the aesthetic of this age in greater 
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detail.  “[it is] marked by a departure from the protrusion effect…producing dynamic immersive 
spaces.” (Liu 2). The primary epochs of influence for the Adachigahara project are the era of 
convergence and the digital 3D Age because of how they use space in a cinematic form. 
3D Space 
 The use of 3D space for this project is influenced heavily by both the era of convergence 
and the digital 3D epochs. From this comes the idea of using personal space to alienate the 
audience and using world space to immerse them. While alienation and immersion may seem 
diametrically opposed, they actually form a dialectic of space.  
 The era of convergence’s use of personal space is interesting in the way in which it 
alienates the spectator. This unintended effect of personal space has often been criticized by 
3D’s detractors. Probably the most influential critic is William Paul. In his 1993 essay “The 
Aesthetics of Emergence” he wrote. “Paradoxically, moving beyond the frame demands some 
notion that there is a frame to move beyond: emergence depends on a sense of violation for its 
effect. Perversely by its insistence on the emergence effect, 3D, the process that most closely 
approximated the reality of our binocular vision, made us think about how that reality is 
constituted” (Paul 335-336). Paul’s criticism of emergence, the use of personal space, is that it 
causes something similar to what Bertolt Brecht called the “alienation effect.” Brecht defined 
the alienation effect as that “which prevents the audience from losing itself passively and 
completely in the character created by the actor, and which consequently leads the audience to 
be a consciously critical observer.” (Brecht 70). While Brecht advocated for the actor to do 
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something that prevents the audience from losing itself in the narrative by making them aware 
of the artifice of the character, Paul’s emergence effect prevents the spectator from losing 
themselves passively in the narrative by making them actually aware of the artifice of the 
stereoscopic window. While this is a perceived flaw of personal space, it is in fact this ability to 
alienate the spectator that leads to moments of critically conscious observation. When 
integrated with the structure of the story these moments could be used to great effect.  
   In contrast, the digital age’s use of space in 3D has been a reaction against its use during 
the era of convergence. Many people were still wary of 3D because of the alienating nature of 
personal space.  Phillip Sandifer illustrates this opinion in his article Out of the Screen and into 
the Theater: 3-D film as Demo “since 3D film is fundamentally about the space of the theater, 
and more broadly about theater as a conspicuous and visible thing, it is fundamentally a non-
immersive form.” (71). In order to create a more immersive form of 3D, the focus became 
about world space. Scott Higgins writes, in regards to the use of personal space, “Restraint has 
become the watchword for contemporary 3D in and out of the theater.” (198). This restraint 
can be seen in big budget 3D films from this period. Films such as Avatar, Life of Pi, Gravity, 
Dredd, and The Mermaid have all been very effective in avoiding a “sense of violation” by 
limiting the use of personal space. But they have done more than just limit personal space. 
They have created the bases for an immersive style of 3D shooting including the use of longer 
shot length, a greater degree of movement, and a deep depth of field. All these choices have 
led to a more immersive use of world space.  
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 Both personal and world space play an important role in the use of 3D space for the 
Adachigahara project. They create a dialectic of alienation and immersion that can dynamically 
shift over the course of a narrative. The more immersive world space draws the audience into 
the film, and it creates a spatial canvas for the alienation to emerge. By developing its use 
through the project, I hope to create an intuitive understanding of 3D space that will serve as a 
basis for my work in the future.  
Noh Theater 
The dramatic basis for the Adachigahara project is derived from Noh theater. This is for 
two reasons: first its use of alienation as a formal part of its narrative structure, and second the 
way in which the characters interact with the audience and the themes of the play. Both of 
these formal properties of Noh integrate well with the 3D aesthetic of alienation and 
immersion.  
Noh has been synthesized, over time, from a diverse set of influences, and it is this 
process that has given it an interesting structure that incorporates alienation. Komparu Kunio, a 
scholar in Noh, writes “Noh…is developed from a variety of sacred rituals and festival 
entertainment arts and brought to a state of refinement.” (xv). This state of refinement is what 
we know as Noh theatre today.  
Noh’s structure has three layers.  It’s broken down by acts, major segments, and 
sequences. Noh’s acts form the first layer of the structure. A play is comprised of one to two 
acts. If there is more than one act, the two acts represent changes in time, place, or state of 
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being. Next are the three parts Jo, Ha, and Kyu. “Jo is the introductory part of the play, Ha, the 
development, and Kyu is the conclusion.” (Komparu 27). This is similar to the three dramatic act 
structure used in western drama. Finally, are the five sequences, and it is these sequences that 
integrate the alienation. The first sequence is the introduction of the Waki; the second 
sequence is the introduction of the Shite. The third sequence is the questioning between the 
Waki and the Shite, and the fourth sequence is where the alienation is integrated through the 
use of the kagura. The play ends with the fifth sequence, the resolution (Zeami 149-150). 
Because the kagura is a traditional Shinto dance, it is the vehicle for alienation. This is because 
as Frank Hoff writes “it provides a context for the performance of the arts drawn from outside 
itself” (165). When the audience recognizes it, this creates the instant separation necessary for 
Brecht’s alienation effect because it exposes the play’s constructed nature. The kagura, as a 
dance, is a medium specific form of alienation, and because Noh integrates a medium specific 
form of alienation it makes a solid basis for the structure of the Adachigahara project.  
The characters in Noh help to build on the use of alienation through their relationship 
with the audience and the theme of the play.  Noh has two important characters the Shite 
(main character) and the Waki (the foil). Each serve a distinct role in Noh theater.  
 While the Shite is the focus of the play, and the principle force of action (the term 
literally translates to doer) it is not the character that the audience is supposed to identify with, 
instead It serves a different role. Komparu writes that it “mediates the dramatic shared 
experience, guiding the flow of the consciousness of the audience as an imaginary symbol 
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dominating the Noh space.” (158). Through its role as a symbol and its connection to the theme 
of the play the Shite creates a kind of “critical distance” by being a symbolic representation of 
the theme visible in the performance space. This exposes the constructed nature of the play 
thus creating alienation. 
The agent of the audience within Noh is the Waki. The Waki is the first character the 
audience meets in a Noh play, and it serves as the foil for the Shite.  Komparu describes the 
other aspect of its role as “to create a reason for Shite to perform.” (158). The Waki draws out 
this action by providing a series of obstacles that cause the Shite to act revealing more about 
him or her.   In this role as a revealer the Waki is not only the character of identification in the 
play but the becomes our agent of discovery as it provides the modus for information about the 
focus of the play, and the Shite. It is the Waki’s journey through the world of the play that 





Figure 1 Noh Characters 
This constant dialectic between the self and other, and in many ways alienation and 
immersion, present throughout Noh theater is what makes it the ideal basis for the 
Adachigahara project. By adapting its structure to the 3D cinematic form a critical step is made 
towards creating 3D narratives which contain a dialectic of spatial alienation and immersion. It 
is this critical step which can be developed into a mature form.   
Japanese New Wave 
The Japanese New Wave genre uses space for alienation. Japanese New Wave ranges 
from the 1960’s through the 1970’s. It is especially innovative in its use of space. This is due to 
its origins in Japanese B cinema. Seijun Suzuki wrote “The B-movie director’s biggest worry is 
the question: What effect will the main feature have that is shown before your film, films from 
Nikkatsu almost always have the same plot…this means that I have to handle it in another way.” 
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(qtd. in Vick 31). This drive to do something different created a B-cinema that was 
revolutionary, thus Japanese New Wave was born. From this innovation came the use of space 
for alienation. This use of space can be seen in two distinct ways, through the use of illogical 
space and the use of screen space itself.  
Illogical space is a use of nonsensical diegetic space. The space is diegetic in that it 
belongs to the world of the film, but it is nonsensical in that it does not belong to the same 
aesthetical representation of space, nor does it have any explanatory rational within the 
context of the film. Seijun Suzuki is probably the best representation of this as a film maker. In 
fact, Seijun Suzuki himself wrote “In my films time and space are nonsense” (qtd. in Vick 41). It 
was often Suzuki’s use of production design that created this nonsensical space. This 
nonsensical space is apparent in a film like Tattooed Life with its juxtaposition of both realistic 
and theatrical style production design (Vick 39-41). This juxtaposition of style creates an 
incongruity that the audience is unable to reconcile inside the narrative, and it is this 
incongruity that makes the audience aware of the constructed nature of the film. This obvious 
constructed nature is what creates the alienation.  
The other way in which Japanese New Wave cinema uses space to alienate is through 
the screen space itself. The work of Nagsia Oshima uses crushed shadows and blown out 
highlights to obscure parts of the screen in a way that draws attention to the pictorial nature of 
the image. This awareness of the image itself creates the alienation through foregrounding the 
pictorial nature of the film. The pictorial nature reminds the audience that in fact it is watching 
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something constructed. This is apparent in two of Oshima’s films. The Pleasures of the Flesh 
uses heavy shadows in some shots to obscure most of the frame while Violence at Noon uses 
bright light to wash out large portions of the frame. Both of these films drawn attention to the 
pictorial nature of the image by reducing visibility thus alienating the spectator.  
  Japanese New Wave filmmakers used space to push against the naturalistic tendencies 
in film, and alienate their audiences through the use of space. The Japanese new wave genre 
gives the Adachigahara project the opportunity to expand its use of alienation through its use 
of narrative and screen space.  
The Psycho-drama 
The Psycho-drama genre’s poetic construction creates alienation through time. It does 
so through its use of symbolic imagery, and its editing. Filmmakers such as Andrei Tarkovksy, 
Maya Deren, and Derek Jarman all made films that could be considered members of this genre.  
The symbolic imagery in the psycho-drama extends beyond what is conventional. This is 
done through foregrounding the symbolism and the use of symbolic motifs. Symbolism is 
foregrounded in that it is the central focus of a scene. The symbolism goes further as symbolic 
motifs develop through the body of a poetic film. For example, in Andrei Tarkovsy’s Mirror the 
motifs of water, and fire appear throughout the film. In one scene the water is leaking from the 
ceiling while in the next it is a rain storm. The same is true for the fire motif; in one scene it’s a 
barn fire, in another it’s a cigarette being lit, and in yet another it’s a burning branch. The 
constant appearance of foregrounded symbolism, which are reinforced by these motifs, 
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alienate the viewer from the narrative as they try to construct the meaning of the film instead 
of losing themselves in the story. Derek Jarman goes a step further in his film The Last of 
England. In this film the visual motif of industrial wasteland and the auditory motif of the 
clacking of the film projector work together. This synergistic relationship amplifies the intensity. 
In both films these motifs hint at a deeper subconscious that is constructed by the viewer. 
In a psycho-drama, editing tends to create a more subjective time versus objective one. 
In reference to how time should be constructed in cinema, Andrei Tarkovsky wrote, “Time is a 
condition for the existence of our ‘I’.” (Tarkovsky 57). This push toward the subjective can be 
seen in the editing of the films in the poetic film genre. Films that use a poetic construction 
tend to rely more on cognitive editing and the intellectual montage. This foregrounds the edit 
itself giving a subjectivity versus the “objective” reality continuity editing presents. Poetic 
cinema builds on cognitive editing and the intellectual montage builds on the subversion of 
cause and effect. It does so through a reversal of cause and effect, repetition of events, and 
events that are associated only through juxtaposition. This unexplained incongruity with our 
own perception of time reveals the constructed nature of the film. Nowhere else is the use of 
subjective time more present that in the psychodramas of Maya Deren. In her film Meshes of 
the Afternoon, events are not dictated by cause and effect; rather the film is constructed wholly 
in unnatural representations of time that are used to subvert expectations. Moreover, the film 
lacks a defined story.  It is, in a sense, subjective time in its purest form.  
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The psycho-drama creates its alienation by requiring the viewer to be a participant in its 
construction either through the construction of a separate symbolic narrative in the case of 
motifs or as the intellectual construction of the film itself. Both of these methods create their 
alienation through time.   
Conclusion 
It is through the adaptation of the play Adachigahara that this project seeks to explore 
alienation and immersion in 3D cinema. By starting with the base aesthetics of Noh’s alienation 
and then expanding it into established cinematic forms of alienation, it is my goal to create a 
cohesive set of aesthetics. These aesthetics will create a foundation for my own stereoscopic 
cinema. I plan to develop these aesthetics into a mature form by putting them into practice 
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CHAPTER TWO: EVIDENCE OF PRODUCTION LITERACY   
Introduction 
The process of development for the Adachigahara project was a series of artistic 
experiments using the 3D medium of production. This series of experiments will consist of three 
short films: The Black Mound, The Bar at the End of the Road, and Homunculus. Each of the 
films will seek to realize a dynamic use of 3D space, and the latter two will develop the use of 
alienation through space and time. The experimental process serves as the vehicle to go from 
the unknown to the known. By developing the use of alienation, a more dialectical use of space 
can be created in this highly immersive medium.  
Production as an Experimental Process 
The experimental process of the Adachigahara project is similar to a scientific 
experiment. Each short film serves to test an idea about alienation in the 3D medium.  Unlike 
scientific experiments, the films in the Adachigahara project are artistic ones, thus the 
knowledge they seek to produce is subjective and not objective. This changes the standards for 
evaluation. Carol Becker writes “Unlike the sciences, however, we do not ask that this newly 
generated knowledge be ’proven’. “We accept the work that artists produce as art and move on 
from there to discuss the work’s coherence and effectiveness.” (47). It is through concepts of 
coherence and effectiveness that serve as its method of evaluation for these experiments.  
Coherence serves the artistic experiment in the same way a control serves a scientific 
one.  Like a control it provides the standard which the experiment is measured against. They 
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differ in that a control is separate from the rest of the experiment while coherence is what 
binds the separate parts of an experiment together. Thus, just as a scientific experiment 
requires a control group to contrast against the other parts of the experiment, an artistic 
experiment must make the coherent elements apparent throughout the project. For the 
Adachigahara project the first film, The Black Mound, will serve as a baseline for the next two 
films in the series, and in doing so it will increase the visible coherence.  It is the film that is best 
suited for this role because it changes the least from the play to the 3D medium, thus it displays 
the basic elements the clearest. 
Each film must display their stated aesthetics in order to be effective. For the first film 
The Black Mound this is displaying the 3D aesthetics, and a basic adaption of the Noh play 
Adachigahara. For The Bar at the End of the Road and Homunculus this is expanding alienation 
into space and time respectively.  By displaying these aesthetics, it allows them to be evaluated 
thus a subjective understanding of them is formed.   
It is this process of theorization, implementation, and reflection that expands the 
subjective knowledge of the medium. This subjective knowledge is critical for any filmmaker 
seeking to use the medium for expression.  
The Black Mound: Adapting Noh 
In adapting the play Adachigahara from stage to screen The Black Mound is the closest 
to the original. Its basic scenario is very similar to that of the play, and there are no formal 
changes to the structure of the plot. The changes that have been made are centered around 
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reducing unintended alienation. In adapting the play to 3D, the use of personal space replaces 
the kagura. It is through implementing the aesthetics in this way that a clear exemplar of the 
basic structure is created.   
The project reduces unintended alienation through adapting the performance and 
dialog to the medium of film while modernizing the scenario. The film reduces the use of 
alienation by adapting the play’s dialog by translating it from a sung chant to a contemporary 
form and removes dance entirely. While not alienating in the context of Noh, both would seem 
unusual in contemporary cinema and would cause some unintended alienation. The scenario 
has been updated to a more contemporary version. The Shite has been changed from a woman 
to a man to avoid the trope of a vengeful woman driven out of control by her emotions, in this 
case her turning into a demon. Conversely the Waki and Waki Tsuri have been changed from 
men to women to retain the gender balance of the original play. Furthermore, they have been 
changed from priests to hikers as hikers are more likely to run into a cabin in the woods, as 
wandering priests are not part of contemporary American society. Last the Ai-Kyogen role has 
been expanded, now speaking throughout the play making him seem less like a deus ex 
machina, and joining the Waki and Waki Tsuri as a hiker. All of these modifications have been 




Figure 2 Noh Characters in the Adachigahara Project 
As Noh is a medium of performance, and the dance element has been removed from 
the adaption, a question is how the kagura dance will be adapted.  As it is a medium specific 
form of alienation in Noh, the adaption to 3D must also be medium specific. For the 
Adachigahara project the medium specific form of alienation is in the personal space. This 
single use of personal space will be executed by the Shite; thus, it will be connected directly to 
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the thesis of the play. This will substitute well for the kagura dance as it is a medium based 
form of alienation executed by a character in the film. 
This first film will provide a basic form from which the next two films will expand upon 
as they explore deeper into the use of alienation. 
Adapting Noh to Japanese New Wave: Alienation in Space 
The second film, The Bar at the End of the Road, will be a continuation of the adaptation 
process. It will build on the previous film and further adapt the play Adachigahara into the 
Japanese New Wave genre. While the film will change the story from horror to crime to better 
conform to the genre, more significantly the film will implement a greater degree of alienation 
through the use of space. 
The film will expand upon the climax of alienation created by the use of personal 3D 
space through its use of illogical space and its use of screen space. The film will use illogical 
space by staging the climax, the dead body’s discovery, on an obvious soundstage to heighten 
the alienation. Afterwards It will use screen space, both light and shadow, to make the image 
more pictorial through blowing out highlights and crushing the shadows to extend the 
alienation. Light artifacts such as lens flares will be introduced throughout the 3D space to 
further enhance the use of screen space. Incorporating this use of space as a method of 
alienation, will explore the alienation effect in stereoscopic space. 
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Adapting Noh to the Psycho-Drama: Alienation in Time 
The third representative film, Homunculus, will be adapted to a poetic form of 
experimental film. The more subjective nature of this type of film will increase the alienation 
through its use of time and symbolic motifs.  Furthermore, the structure of the script will be 
broken down so the subjective nature of time can be clearest.  
The subjective use of time in the film first begins at the level of the scenario. The events 
of the story will be broken down from the narrative version to a series of symbolic motifs 
juxtaposed with scenes of the of the Shite. To increase the subjectivity, the other characters of 
the play will be removed and will be replaced with a subjective use of camera to increase the 
non-mediation. This adaption will push the boundary of the structure of time and character in 
the 3D medium.  
3D Production 
3D production can often be a cumbersome and expensive process. It requires 
specialized equipment, highly trained crew, and is demanding during the post production 
process. The Adachigahara project seeks to mitigate these issues through the use of an 
integrated camera system and intends to use the industry standard software of Avid Media 
composer and NUKE3D. 
The standard 3D camera system consists of two cameras connected through a beam 
split rig. While the system provides a lot of control and flexibility, it has some major 
disadvantages. First, it’s heavy. The rig itself weighs on average 25lbs and with the addition of 
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two camera packages total can range anywhere from 45lbs to upwards of 100lbs. Second, it is a 
complicated system that requires a highly skilled multi-person crew. A beam split rig requires a 
technician to align the mirror, and match the lenses on one camera to the other. Often, lenses 
may match different lenses at different f-stops thus a log of which lens matches which at each f-
stop must be kept. Last is the cost, a 3-day rental of just the beam split rig is $3500 and must be 
shipped from California. These disadvantages make using a beam split rig for an independent 
film production difficult to afford. 
The Adachigahara project will use an integrated camera system instead of a beam split 
rig. An intergraded camera system consists of two cameras in one camera body. The integrated 
camera system that this project will use is the Panasonic AG-3Da1. It saves significantly on 
weight as it is 6.6lbs for the complete system. This drastic decrease in weight means not only 
that the camera is easier to move around, but that it is less physically demanding on the crew, 
and does not require heavy weight tripods and use of other support systems.  The Panasonic 
AG-3DA1 was designed to be used by TV professionals and documentarians and thus can be 
operated by a single individual. There is no mirror and the lenses integrated into the system are 
already optically matched through the entire range of both f-stops and the zoom at every focal 
length. The on camera display has a mixed view, which makes setting convergence easy. There 
are guides for parallax for both TV and theatrical productions, and it can be easily connected to 
a 3D monitor. Lastly, the system’s cost is $1500 on the secondary market. However, the camera 
is not without limitations. Its major limitation is that it has a fixed distance between the two 
sensors at 2.5 inches, which limits the distance the camera can be from objects in the frame to 
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6 feet. However, this can be compensated for by getting a Zunwow lens kit that will reduce this 
minimum distance to 45 inches.  These factors make using an integrated system desirable for 
this project. 
The use of an integrated system not only makes principle photography simpler, but post 
production easier as well. It will do so through the reduction of stereoscopic errors caused by 
optical distortion in the lenses.  Even though the integrated system will reduce stereoscopic 
errors for this project, the project will still use the industry standard post production software 
of Avid Media Composer for editing, and stereo grade in Nuke 3D. What makes them viable is 
their student pricing programs with Avid at $299 and Nuke at $300. This compares favorably 
with the $1200 cost for the cheapest editing plugin in for 3D footage. Combined the use of an 
integrated camera system and a proven postproduction workflow will make this project viable 
to produce in the micro budget paradigm.  
Production Organization 
The integrated camera system allows for an easier production process, but it also 
provides an opportunity to employ lean production methods. Lean production methods are 
based on the Toyota Production System and are focused on eliminating waste through the 
reduction in layers of management (Krafcik 48-49). One area where lean production methods 
can reduce waste on a film set is in the size of the crew. The goal is to create a more agile 
production team that is able to shoot faster, increase intimacy, and reduce costs overall.  
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Mike Figgis talks about his own experience with reduction of wasted time. During the 
making of Hotel, digital filmmaking was in its infancy. On the set, he found that he knew as 
much about digital cinema as anyone else, so he had to make adjustments himself, and this 
increased the speed of production (Figgis 35). As the integrated camera system makes the 
shooting process easier, the Adachigahara project will reduce the size of the 3D crew. The rig 
tech jobs will be given to the first and second camera assistants as the remaining duties are not 
too different from their current jobs.  The stereographer’s job will be eliminated and instead be 
covered by myself and my cinematographer. We will reduce the number of production crew to 
minimums that the keys feel is necessary for their department. Thus we will set the starting 
point for crew size at 10 with a cast of four, but, as this is an iterative process, the subsequent 
Japanese new wave film will take into account the production issues from the first film, and 
iterate from there.  
Besides increasing the speed of production, smaller crews may be more conducive to 
more cinematic intimacy in the final film. As the crew gets smaller there are less people 
between the camera and the subject. This reduction in size may lead to a greater sense of 
intimacy in the final film. The production will also test this theory.  Leaner production methods 
may not only be best from a logistical standpoint, but also from an aesthetic one as well.  
Thus the experimental poetic film will be shot for maximum intimacy. The shoot will 
consist of myself and the lead actor, for part of the production, and I will shoot the rest by 
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myself. This is driven from a desire for maximum intimacy. This is technically possible because 
of the ease of use of the integrated camera system.  
The last advantage of a smaller crew is the reduction in costs. As costs on a film set are 
accrued on a per day basis, a shorter shoot time will reduce production costs significantly. Less 
crew equates to a lower production cost per day as well. This is not just in salary, but the cost in 
food, and other forms of reimbursement such as fuel. By using leaner modes of production, 
thus reducing costs, one produces a more sustainable production model and makes it easier to 
make a return on investment.  
Conclusion 
In experimenting with alienation, and shooting for more intimacy, I hope to create a 
style of 3D film that formally can explore the full depth of personal and psychological narratives 
in both their alienating and immersive qualities. This project seeks to develop the underlining 
aesthetics that can be applied to such 3D films, and to do so using leaner production methods 
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CHAPTER THREE: EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL LITERACY 
This part covers production costs, marketing strategies and distribution plans for the 
Adachigahara project. It includes an analysis of the audience for, the production of, and the 
marketing and distribution of 3D films. This part illustrates the business problems and the 
solutions associated with 3D film production  
The Audience  
Although the general perception of 3D cinema is that it is on the decline, a more 
nuanced view is that its reception has been mixed and that in some markets its popularity has 
grown.  In 2009 3D cinema was hailed as the thing that was going to save theatrical distribution, 
and in 2010 3D cinema reached its peak, but since then it has seemed to shrink (MPAA “Theme 
2014” 9). But a review of domestic and international markets shows that this perception is too 
premature.  
The domestic market for 3D films has shrunk. 3D cinema reached its peak in 2010 at 
20% of the domestic box office while today it only makes up 12% of the domestic box office 
(MPAA “Theme 2017” 15). Although different views exist, the consensus seems to be that this 
market shrinkage was the result of Hollywood’s rush to make everything in 3D. This led to a 
flood of poor 3D conversions of already bad films. Along with higher ticket prices for 3D films, 
this soured U.S. audiences with the format (Goldberg). All of this combined with an economic 
downturn damaged the domestic 3D market. 3D quickly became known as a gimmick in the U.S. 
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In the domestic market 3D has shrunk, but outside of it 3D cinema has maintained and 
in some markets it has even grown. In the rest of Europe 3D cinema has only decreased slightly, 
while in China and Russian 3D cinema has expanded.  Globally 3D cinema has stayed roughly 
the same, but the audience is more international than domestic (MPAA “Theme 2018” 11). 
Because the audience is skewed heavily to international audiences, this reduces the 
possible income that can be gained from any 3D project. This creates a challenge for making 3D 
films in 3 distinct ways, economics, distribution, and the cinematic product itself. This project 
presents a potential solution to the economic and production problems of 3D cinema through 
the use of rapid prototyping. It proposes to resolve the issues of distribution through the use of 
festivals, social media, and streaming on digital platforms. 
Production  
The rapid prototyping production process solves two major problems facing 3D films. 
The first is the cost in time and money of exploring the medium properly. The second is the 
problem of a poor 3D film product. Through the use of rapid prototyping the Adachigahara 
project will be able to avoid the pitfalls that made 3D cinema in the past fail.  
Rapid Prototyping, through short films, is a time and money saving process. Short films 
take considerably less time than feature films to produce. Through use of a series of short films 
multiple iterations can be explored in a much shorter time. A short film is significantly cheaper 
than a feature film. One only gets one iteration with a micro-budget feature while with rapid 
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prototyping one gets three iterations.  In exploring 3D cinema, the use of rapid prototyping is 
much cheaper than producing a feature film.  
Rapid prototyping through the use of short films is a superior method of developing a 
3D film product. Because rapid prototyping makes multiple variations of the same film, it is easy 
to compare and contrast them. This allows a filmmaker to reflect on what did and didn’t work 
as part of a focused process. Furthermore, these short works can be brought to a perspective 
audience for feedback which can be used to test and refine the films as an aesthetic whole. 
Because rapid prototyping allows a filmmaker to easily compare and contrast different films 
and test the aesthetics with an audience, it is a superior method for developing a 3D product on 
an independent scale.  
Marketing 
Once the films are produced the next stage is to market them to an audience. The main 
problem is how to get the films out to an audience that is mostly international. This project 
addresses that problem by marketing through festivals, and social media with the product 
being the auteur as a brand.  Through these two avenues the project will market the films and 
myself to an audience.   
Festivals 
Festivals are an important part of any film’s marketing campaign. They raise awareness 
and provide a seal of approval for the film. The festival strategy for this project focuses on three 
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different types of festivals: foreign, domestic and 3D specific. Each of these types of festivals 
play a different role in the marketing of the project. 
International festivals play an important role in marketing the project. Given that the 
international audience for 3D films is larger than the domestic audience, it is a primary focus for 
the project’s marketing strategy. This project will focus on marketing to mid-tier international 
festivals with a specific focus on Asia where the greatest interest is. 
Because the domestic 3D audience is much smaller than the international one, domestic 
festivals are less of a focus. Domestically, the project will focus on marketing to niche festivals 
that relate to the specific genre of the individual film. Any festivals in these genres that are able 
to screen 3D films will be possible candidates.  
The project will also be marketed to 3D specialty film festivals. 3D specialty film 
festivals, while fewer than in the past are still an important type of festival. This is primarily 
because they focus on the 3D audience, and recognition in one of these festivals can draw 




Table 1 Festivals 
NAME DATE INTERNATIONAL OR 
DOMESTIC  
TYPE 
LA 3D FESTIVAL Dec. 2020 Domestic 3D/New Media 
THE INTERNATIONAL 3D-STEREO 
FILM FESTIVAL 
Dec. 2020 International 3D/New Media 
BUSAN INTERNATIONAL SHORT 
FILM FESTIVAL 
Jan. 2021 International Short 
MUMBAI FILM FESTIVAL Jan. 2021 International Major 
BEYOND FEST Feb. 2021 International 3D/New Media 
BEIJING FILM FESTIVAL Apr. 2021 International Major 
NEW MEDIA FILM FESTIVAL Jun. 2021 Domestic  3D/New Media 
BUCHEON INTERNATIONAL 
FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL 
Jul. 2021 International Genre 
SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL 
FILM FESTIVAL 
Jul. 2021 International Major 
FRIGHTFEST Aug. 2021 International Genre 
FANTASTIC FEST Sep. 2021 Domestic Genre 




Social media platforms are important digital spaces that have become ubiquitous in our 
daily life. They are places where we network with our friends, family, and coworkers. They have 
also become an important form of marketing in our modern world, because of its personal 
connection to its audience. To effectively use social media one must employ the correct 
strategy, and deploy it across an engaged network. 
Social media is inherently social in that it is dependent on a personal connection that 
users want to have with each other. This personal rapport is so important that many brands try 
to develop a social media persona that will relate to their customers. But probably the most 
successful people are social media stars. Social media stars include people who are able to 
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monetize their channel through ad revenue, contributions, and by marketing products directly 
to their audience. Filmmakers who become social media stars can market their films directly to 
their audience. 
The correct marketing strategy must be used to have a strong social media presence. 
Broadly, the two general approaches to marketing are a push strategy and a fetch strategy. 
Push strategies advertise a product directly to a consumer while fetch strategies give the 
consumer a product which they seek out. While some social media stars, influencers, are able 
to execute a push strategy, the most effective social media stars, content creators, employ a 
fetch strategy. Toni Sant writes “For the most part, social media is based on a fetch model. A 
page or other content is usually not delivered until a user requests it, by adding a user as a 
friend or following someone’s feed.” (Sant 54). This is what makes content creators so effective 
is that they provide something that their audience can consume or “fetch”, and then make 
money through advertisements, donations, either directly or through service like Patreon. 
Some content creators go a step further and even sell related products through affiliate links or 
their own webstores. By providing film related content filmmakers can create tutorials and 
short films, they can use these to engage in a fetch strategy with their audience.   
To drive traffic to a social media platform which can be monetized, one must expand the 
social media network on to other critical sites. A personal website should be used to 
supplement the social media network. Together this creates a digital presence an audience can 
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engage with. If a filmmaker has assembled these digital assets, then there is not only an 
opportunity to have a strong digital presence but also an opportunity to monetize it.  
By engaging in a fetch strategy over multiple social media platforms one can engage 
one’s audience and creates a strong digital presence. By creating a social media network on 
multiple platforms with distinct content on each platform a filmmaker can create a network on 
which his audience can fetch new digital content to consume thus investing more time in the 
auteur’s digital presence. This network structure also allows the filmmaker to drive attention 
toward sources of monetization, i.e. from Instagram to YouTube by connecting a screen shot to 
a short film where revenue can be collected through ads.  
A website is useful for supplementing a social media strategy. First, it provides a place 
where greater detail can be provided to the audience. Second it can reach outside of the social 
media network, both to those who don’t use social media and to draw in new people to 
connect their network to the auteur’s. Third it can be another point leading back to a web of 
social media, and sources of monetization. All of this makes a website a useful supplement for a 
social media strategy to create a strong digital presence.  
Because of social media’s ability to engage with the audience and spread one’s digital 
presence, it is an important part of any digital strategy. It can market the films in festivals, and 
raise the overall awareness as of an individual auteur. Because it is part of everyone’s life, it can 
be one the most effective to raise for films and to build a brand. 
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Auteurs as Brands 
As each film completes its cycle through the festival circuit, it should become part of a 
unified brand so it can be monetized and leveraged to produce future projects. This unified 
brand is the auteur. Two parallels between brands and auteurs are formation of identity and 
experience.  
A brand’s identity is very similar to that of an auteur. Regarding brands, Tom Peters, 
says “Be distinct or extinct.” (Peters viii). Brands do numerous things to make themselves 
distinct. This includes unique products, design, and trademarks. Andrew Sarris’ second premise 
of auteur theory is “Over a group of films, a director must exhibit certain recurrent 
characteristics of style, which serves as his signature.” (Sarris 516) It’s this signature nature that 
can be harnessed as the Auteur’s brand identity.  
Brands are consumed as not only individual products, but as experiences. James 
Hammond defines a brand as “a total sensory experience a consumer has with your company 
and its product or service.”  Each time a customer consumes a brand they expect a certain 
experience, and it’s that experience they seek each time, James Hammond states “…it also has 
to deliver ‘what it says on the tin’.” (Hammond 55). Films themselves are total sensory 
experiences, and an auteur’s film provides a same expected experience. It’s this expected 
distinct experience that drives the consumption of an auteur’s work.  
It is this expected experience that can be marketed over and over again to audiences, 
providing a sustainable business model.  A distinct cinematic style is fundamental to surviving. 
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This distinct cinematic product can be used to provide not only an example for possible 
audience members, but to help to retain the audience by providing “what’s in the tin.”    
 
Distribution and Monetization  
Distribution for short films can be difficult even if they are not in 3D. This project 
primarily focuses on distribution of the films post festival through YouTube. This method of 
distribution provides content for a fetch strategy that can then be monetized through ad 
revenue and leveraged to produce future products and future proof to changes in display 
technology.   
YouTube is a social media platform where video content can be accessed by an 
audience. It’s primary method of monetization is ad revenue. The return for a YouTube video 
varies from $3 to $5 per thousand views depending on type of the video (“How Much do 
YouTubers Make?”). This isn’t a high revenue but provide some income for short films that are 
currently hard to make a return. 3D content can be uploaded to YouTube, thus the films 
themselves can be used to produce income.  
But the income itself is not the real benefit of YouTube. The real benefit of YouTube is 
that provides a platform for the films to be watched. This gives perspective audience member 
examples of work that they can watch and decide if they want to support the filmmaker 
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further. This further support could come in the form of direct support like Patreon or through a 
crowdfunding campaign.   
With the end of 3D TV production for the domestic market, VR stands as the only 
sustainable way to display 3D content at the home market in a form outside of anaglyph color 
separation (Katzmaier).  3D films can be distributed to a VR headset through YouTube, 
Facebook, and directly as a digital file that is able to be uploaded to the individual user’s VR 
headset. For this project the social media platforms are the primary focus for VR distribution 
due to their reach, ease of access, and the possibility to make returns via ad revenue. This 
allows the project to stay accessible even as the display technology changes.    
YouTube because of its ubiquitous form of video sharing is an important platform for 
any filmmaker. Furthermore, since YouTube can be embedded easily, it makes it a tool to reach 
outside of the social media network onto forums and other digital spaces where the audience 
may be. Finally, this strategy is applicable to other video sharing sites in China such as Youku.   
Conclusion 
 By acknowledging the niche nature of 3D films, and approaching production 
distribution, and marketing with this in mind, the Adachigahara project to seeks develop a 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS 
The Adachigahara project has been a challenging process. It has tasked me with 
developing a novel aesthetic for the 3D medium. It has forced me to learn new methods of 
production. It has required me to do so with a focus towards the micro-budget paradigm. This 
has caused me to expand not just my subjective knowledge of the medium, but my 
understanding of the narrative filmmaking process, and to look realistically at the cost and 
marketability of 3D films. The Adachigahara project has resulted in significant growth for me as 
a filmmaker. 
Adapting Noh to the dialectic of alienation and immersion 
Noh provided the basis for the project because of its use of alienation in its dramatic 
structure. By using the same play as the starting point for each of the films it added coherence 
to the project as a whole. The goals for the adaption process were to connect the kagura to the 
use of 3D space, and to reduce any unintended alienation. In adapting the play to the 3D screen 
there were both successes and difficulties.  
The most successful thing about adapting Noh to the 3D screen was the use of the 
kagura as the basis for 3D space. There is a real sense of alienation as the Shite thrusts out at 
you. You jump back into your seat as he enters your personal space and for a few moments 
afterwards you are alienated from the film. It is in this moment that you experience the critical 
distance, and it is the Shite’s connection to the thesis of the play that provides a critical element 
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melding narrative with the aesthetics. This alienation seems also to be affected by the timing of 
other forms of cinematic alienation. Alienation beforehand reduces the effect while alienation 
afterwards extends it.  Thus it is very important to control the methods of alienation 
throughout the film. 
But adapting a 12th century play made it difficult to control the unintended alienation, 
and my focus on 3D meant that I wasn’t sufficiently vigilant when new sources of alienation 
arose in other parts of the production. The two major sources of unintended alienation that 
arose during shooting were in the visual depiction of women and the structural issues in the 
play. Because I wasn’t vigilant enough when it came to the performance of my actors, I ended 
up creating a similar trope to the one I was trying to avoid with the change of the Shite. This 
resulted in both my Waki and Waki-Tsuri in The Black Mound being labeled as “blubbering 
women”.  Further, my translation of the play’s “traveling song seemed” to be disjointed. 
However, the iterative process did allow me to correct these issues in The Bar at the End of the 
Road, though that film has its own pacing problem in the “questioning” section of the play. The 
age of the play with its perspective and structural issues made the adaptation more difficult 
than I expected.   
Despite the difficulties in controlling alienation I still believe that Noh makes a good 
basis for my films. In providing a structure for the use of space in 3D it serves as a strong 
narrative base. However, my process of modernization of the play still needs to address the 
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issues of alienation caused by the slow pace in the questioning. While not providing all of the 
answers, the Adachigahara project has served as a good beginning. 
Shooting in Narrative 3D 
The shooting of the Adachigahara project was a challenging process that expanded my 
knowledge of production. While shooting the project was technically challenging, the greatest 
challenges came in the logistics of the project as a whole and the process of narrative 
production. In addition to all of these challenges, during the shooting of Homunculus I was able 
to test out my theory that a smaller crew led to greater intimacy in the final film.  The process 
was difficult, but it led to a lot of growth.  
3D is a technically demanding process, but we were able to prepare for the challenges it 
presented. Between my cinematographer’s and my own understanding of 3D filmmaking, we 
were able to get through the process with only two stereoscopic errors. The first was that we 
had one shot that did not create a stereoscopic pair thus requiring post conversion, and the 
second was a single shot which had crosstalk that was possible to resolve by simply adjusting 
convergence. While the integrated camera helped to facilitate this process, it did have a serious 
flaw in the light sensitivity of the CCDs. We learned that shots, even at dusk, required a 
significant amount of additional lighting. We were able to resolve this during the second film by 
revising the script to occur principally inside any time we had to shoot outside we shot 
somewhere close to available power, as a generator was financially and logistically out of the 
question. Furthermore, due to the limitations in the sensors dynamic range we chose to change 
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the method of alienation through the use of screen space to a drastic shift in the color of light, 
from a warm color to a cool blue to create our form of pictorial alienation. Overall I would say 
that the technical side of production produced very few errors, so from a technical standpoint 
the production was a success.  
The logistical side of the project did however become a major problem. Initially I 
thought shooting the series of films in short bursts was the right approach because each 
individual shoot wouldn’t take up too much time, and I would have time to reflect on each 
shoot, and adjust accordingly. In reflection, I feel the scheduling problems, and high degree of 
crew turnover outweighed these benefits. Another problem was crew inexperience coupled 
with lean production methods. As much of the crew was unpaid on both of the larger shoots, 
most of them were inexperienced. This created some difficulty in a lean model where crew 
members had to take on larger shares of the work in their departments. At times more 
experienced crew members had to crossover to help those who were less experienced.  This 
created a lot of stress on set. A third problem was pay. The lack of pay didn’t only play a role in 
being able to   attract enough experienced crew, but it also led to some of the experienced 
crew not taking the production seriously. For instance, one of the critical crew members 
booked himself on another shoot in the morning before our afternoon shoot. When that shoot 
ran late we lost four hours of shooting time while on a tight schedule. When a similar instance 
with paid crew occurred on the second shoot I felt comfortable putting my foot down and we 
got the shots we needed. Another issue was caused unexpectedly by the pandemic, due to 
production restrictions we were unable to film on the soundstage before my cinematographer 
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moved to Los Angeles. This made shooting the sequence on an obvious soundstage difficult, 
instead I opted to use archival footage. While this did broaden the thesis from the personal to 
the societal, the choice still created alienation through a shift in the narrative nature of the 
space by violating the social contract of the film. Similar methods of alienation can be seen in 
Nagisa Oshima’s Death by Hanging in which Oshima uses still images to contrast the moving 
ones. In this case the archival footage will contrast the staged footage. To further enhance this 
contrast the archival footage will not be post converted into 3D and will remain in 2D. This is 
similar to the technique used in Bi Gan’s Long Day’s Journey into Night, where the past is 
represented by the 2D and the present is represented by 3D. All of these issues together made 
the iterative process difficult, and led to a lot of delays in the project’s completion.  
Compounding this was my lack of experience in shooting narrative cinema. This lack of 
experience greatly affected the shooting of The Black Mound. It meant that when logistical 
issues came up I didn’t know how to deal with them. Furthermore, my lack of experience 
collaborating with others meant that I personally took on too much of the logistical burden. 
Moreover, to encourage creativity I adopted the mistaken belief that I needed to give people 
room to work. This led to a great deal of disorganization, and at times a lack of leadership on 
the set. This lack of leadership led to a vacuum on set that at times became toxic. While many 
of these issues were corrected on the set of The Bar at the End of the Road, it did create a level 
of unnecessary strife that probably let to a great deal of the turnover from set to set.  
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Homunculus in many ways was a break from the chaos of narrative production. It was a 
welcome return to a much more familiar process, and it gave me an opportunity to test my 
theory that a smaller crew during production leads to more intimacy in the final film. Because 
the gaze of the camera was directly connected to my own as I worked with the actor, the shot 
selection tended towards close ups. This gives the film more of a home movie feel, and 
translates to a greater degree of intimacy, and I think this can be replicated on a bigger set.   
Shooting Homunculus was very informative, and gave me an optional method of shooting. 
While this period of production has been difficult it has led to a lot of personal growth 
for me as a filmmaker. It has informed my approach towards narrative production in the future 
and given me a lot more confidence on set.  
The 3D cinematic Product 
As far as a 3D cinematic product goes, the Adachigahara project is a good first step. It 
met the stated goal of developing a dramatic use of 3D. However, it may have limited market 
potential. In the end only time will tell how well the project will serve my own entrepreneurial 
goals. There are definite concerns about the quality of the films as individual products and the 
shrinking market for them. Even with these concerns I consider the project from an 
entrepreneurial standpoint a success. Given the cyclical nature of 3D’s popularity, I believe that 
I am in a good place, whatever the future of 3D brings.  
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In Summary  
The Adachigahara project has been challenging, more than I ever expected. In the end I 
did gain a better understanding of the medium of 3D, and grew as a narrative filmmaker. I feel 
confident about going forward and producing future 3D narrative projects. Working with the 
micro budget paradigm has prepared me for niche production, which seems to be the 
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APPENDIX J: SCRIPTS 
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